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Testing the Handicapped for Employment Purposes:
Adaptations for Persons with Dyslex$a

ABSTRACT

This report was prepared to provide recommendations for testing adult dyslexics for
employment purposes. Since the literature on dyslexia does not deal directly with this
topic, the recommendations are based primarily on inferences from what is known about the
diagnosis, etiology and treatment of dyslexia in children. A summary of the major findings
and issues is provided. In light of the indirect nature of the evidence, the recommenda-
tions for testing adult dyslexics should be considered carefully and followed with caution.



PREFACE

This report was intended to be a background report from which a policy for the employ-ment testing of adults with dyslexia could be developed. However, the author found littlein the literature which would lend itself to the development of such a policy. Therefore,the recommendations made should be follouad with caution.
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This is one of a series of reports -
cerned with special adaptations of written
tests for measuring the cognitive abilities
of disabled applicants for employment. It
summarizes and analyzes the major litera-
ture on dyslexia, a form of reading dis-
nbility, and presents recommendations re-
garding the type of test adaptations that
_might be wurranted for applicants with this
disability. Although the literature deal-
ing with evslexia is considerable, rela-
tively fey studies are based on solid sta-.
tistical and objective methods. More often
than not the_studies are-anecdotal and are
based on observational evidence available
through the clinical practices of particu-
lar researchers. Consequently, the samples

_d to be small and unrepresentative of
the total population of dyslexics and are
frequently unmatched with an adequate con
trol group of nondyslexics. As this re-

-port will show, the lack of agreement about
the natUre and diagnosis of dyslexia is
partly responsible for the piecemeal nature
oftheresearch in the area. This report
will limit itself to summarizing and re-
viewing only the more,substantive and sound

earch ficangs about dyslexia. Unfortu-
nately, very little is known about dyslex-
ia, especially in adults; therefore the
recommendations:given in this report must
be very carefully considered by the em-
ployer-before being implemented in an exam-
ination program.

Thereis no doubt that reading with
understanding is a complicated procedure
that involves, among other things, the
capacityto'pereeive and recognize symbols
and the ability to integrate them into a
meaningful-sequence. Difficulty in any one
orAvore of the component skills diminishes
a person'afacility with written materials.
Because of the_complexity_of theteading
inoteda-and the many factorathat eontri
Sute to and affect the process, there is an
ilmost infinite variety of reading die-
ibilities. The classification of these
lisabilitias hao not been an easy task,-
tariously_being based on patterns of symp-
mms, etiology:..(eause) :or treatment. It
within-this contextthat the specific

lisability:ofdyslexia can be found.

Although dyslexia, as first defined in
the late 1800s, was intended to describe a
particular form of reading disability, the
term has been used rather loosely and at
times has come to signify nearly any kind of
reading disability. This state of affairs
has prompted mere than a few researeheto
suggest that the use of the term be dieoln-
tinued.-'Unfortunately, following their:own
directives, researchers have created nUift'gr-
ous additional terms and qualifiers to fill
theyoid, all more or less reflecting the:
particular author's views about the dis-
ability. The current trend seems to be to
continue the use of the term but to clarify
its meaning in each particular instance.
Uowever, the reader Is advised that such
terms as specific language disability, ape-

ic reading disability, ioord blindness and
rephoeymbol7ta .(literally "inverted sym-

bols") are frequently used to refer to the-
same disability. Similarly, the term eke-
texia is often qualified with such modifiers
as doe2opmental, primary, dYsphonicor
dyseidetic to reflect the belief of some re-
searchers,(e.g, Rosenthal, 1973) that there
are distinctly different types of dyslexia.

This report will adhere to current prae
ice and advance an initial general defini-
tion of the term 4yelexia, to be modified
and qualified by subsequent discussions.
Generally, dyslexia refers:to a specific
reading disability that cannot be attributed
to brain damage, low levels of general in-
telligence, sensorimotor deficiencies, in7
adequate education or psychosocial distur-
bance (Although dyslexia ialaot attribu-
table to brain damage per se, this report
willahowthat there may be other physiolo-
gical bages for the disorder.) .4forespe-.:
eifically, individuals with dyslexia have:H
difficulty maintaining the prover sequence
of letters and wordawhile they are reading.
For example the word London may be per-
ceived as Ldonno, Dtona Or possibly Nodleno
The letters and words are,perceived
wrong order,..sometiMeawith addeomponenta:,
but at other times with grossfdeletions,,
merges., rotations, -.misalignments and rever7
sals whickare ineVitably refleeted tnthe
dyalexicfs spelling:(Clarke, Exam
pies of spelling errors typically'made by



dyslexica are: was for saw no for on, .up
for supper and weit for white. The letters
p, b, d and q are particularly troublesome
for dyslexics and are frequently reversed
or disoriented. Aside from the spelling and
related-grammatical errors, the spontaneous
writing of the dyslexic is frequently
characterized by poor penmanship. Letters
are poorly or incorrectly formed and often
illegible. Even speech is affected
by the-disability. Dyslexics show a higher
incidence of persistent mispronunciation
(usually reversals, e.g., preform instead of
perform), malapropisms (misuse of words),
spoonerisms (slips of the tongue whereby
sounds of words are accidentally combined
or transposed), and double-talk, compared_t
the incidence of these behaviors in nondys-

Considering the similarity of these
characteristics to those of other reading
problems (as well as to the problems en-
countered during the normal acquisition of
reading), it is easy to see ghy it has been
so difficult to clarify the concept of dys-
lexia. It should also be recognized from
the previous list of characteristics that
:although dyslexia_means a deficiency in
reading, it seldom occurs without evidence

-_-of other deviations, some of which are spe-
cifically related to the deficiency,_while
others are-due to its effects or to secondary
causes (Duane, 1974). Particularly pro-
minent among the latter effects are the
psychosocial consequences of the reading
deficiency on the individual. Often the
failure in reading and the humiliation asso-
ciated with such failure lead to a dislike
and avoidance of the reading situation,
which further aggravates an already critical ,

situation and further obscures the original
causes of the reading deficiency.

Finally, it must be emphasized that the
symptom patterns of dyslexia are extremely
variable, ranging from no reading ability
to-nearly normal reading ability. Further-
more, the equally considerable variability
n reading performance within individual
dyslexics makes it imperative that test
scores based on reading performance be in-
terpreted with caution.

Incidence of Dyslexiaand Problems
Associated with its Measurement_

Given the ambiguity of the definition
dyslexia and-,the inevitable classification

problems that result from such ambiguity, i
is not surprising that estimates of the
occurrence of dyslekia in the general popu-
lation vary from 2 percent to As high as 25
percent. The mdst reliable estimates place
the figure at about 10 percent, with 2-3
percent designated for the most profound
cases (Jani, 1973). This incidence rate
compares ta those of other childhood handi-
caps as follows: visual impairment, .3 per-
cent; epilepsy, 2 per-cent; mental retarda-
tion-, 3 percent; hearing impairment, 3-5
percent; and speech and hearing impairmen
at least 5.4-:percent. The incidence rate ol
reading problems resulting from any cause i$
generally placed at about 15 percent (Thomp-
son, 1966). By these comparisons dyslexics
represent a sizeable segment of the school-
age population in the United States, a seg-
ment which is mostly subsumed under:the
larger category of "bad readers."

The incidence rates of reading disabili7
ties, and that of dyslekia in particular,
are considered by many to _be conservatiVe
and to underestimate the magnitude of the
problem. It would be useful if an up-to--
date and precise survey were conducted so
that the magnitude of the problem could be:
more accurately assessed. Part of the
difficulty in assessing the incidence of
dysleXia lies in the general lack of aware-
neas about the disorder. For example, it
was not until 1964 that the Council for Ex-
ceptional Children of the National Education
Association recognized "specific language
disability" (dyslexia) as an area of excep-
tionality. Myths about dyslexia present
another difficultY in assessing the inci-
dence of dyslexia-. It is not uncommon for
even well-educated individuals to say, "Any-
one can learn to read if they would only
try," or "Only the feebletinded cannot
read." Such careless equating of:reading
disability with:low intelligence-has forced
many dyslexics of average or suPerior:: in-
telligence to go throUgh life-stigmatized
with such labels as "retardecr_ or "dull."
If intellectual deficiency is not blamed,
educational deficiencies or psychological
disturbances are readily cited.

Just as --dyslexia is-not to be equated
with low intelligence,, educational defi7
ciencies or psychOlogical disturbance,
neither is it to be.equated with irreversi-
ble or gross brain damage. Although neuro-
physiological deficiencies, neurochemical
Aisorders, accidents and trauma can cause
-reading loss, it iainaccurate to_argue that



all reading loss is the result of some irre-
versible kind of brain dysfunction. Such
argutents have enveloped dyslexia in a*
atMosphere of hopelessness and unspeakable
dread, when in fact most dyslexics can learn-
t° read after proper remediation and can

ne tO lead normal, productive .1ives.

Most definitions expressly disassociate
dyslexia from such causative factors; yet
the myths persist, and many dyslexics spend
their lives covering up their disability.
Such behavior makes it difIcult to obtain
reliable incidence data, particularly at
:the adult level; Consequently, there has
been no systematic attempt to determine the
incidence rate of dyslexia among adults.
:The rate appears to be less than the 10 per-
cent cited earlier, but it is not clear
whether the dyslexia has been outgrown or
the individual has merely learned to work
around his or her handicap-.

Vignostic Characteristics saTd _HypothesesAbout the Etiotia

kkajor

There are virtually no studies about
adult dyslexics to be found in the litera-

:ture and nearly all research concerns have
beerrdirected toward the child and the edu-.
cational process. Particularly relevant in
ithis regard is Satz and Van Nostrand's
(1971) observation that the nature of dye-

jexia'varies largely as a function of chro7
:nological age. They suggest that dyslexia
tlifferentially delays certain reading skills
that become preeminent at different develop-
tnentalatageaLpf childhood._ It should
7tilierefore be borne in mind throughout the
ft-allowing discussion that generalizations
to-adults:must:be made with great caution.

It was indicated earlier that the most
prominent characteristic of dyslexia
is*the inability to process letters in their
proper:sequence during reading. It should
also be-noted that the disability is not
necessarily:limited to letters and can in-
volve other symbol systems, such as those of
mathematics and:Music. The sequencing dis-
ability seemvto be central to dyslexia.
3oldberg and

Schiffman(1972):report,signi-
ficant relational-tips between visual percep-
tion,--yisual memory and Visual-sequencing
Sathe one hand, and reading achievement on
:he Other. Mlles and Wheel& (1974)found

that dyslexic children are unable to retain
complex information over time. In the pro-
cess of concentrating on complex informa-
tiOn, itS sequence in a series is lost and
earlier information fades before later in-
formation can be absorbed and understood in
its proper context. In other studies,
Stanley and Hall (1973) observed significant
differences between dyslexics and nondyslex-
ics in the early stages of visual informa-
tion while Zurif and Carson
(1970) reported that dyslexics scored sig-
nificantly lower than nondyslexics on tasks
dealing with the temporal aspects of non-
verbal auditory and visual information.
Closely related to these findings are the
observations that some dyslexics, despite
conventional training, persist in confusing
such temporal and spatial opposites as
tomorrow and yesterdhy, left and richt, 2p.
and down.

Although the difficulties in sequential
processing are typically attributed to de-
ficiencies in central processing capabili-
ties, researchers have found higher percent-
ages of deficiencies in fusional eye move-
ments, tracking, and visual discrimination
among dyslexics than nondyslexics, (e.g.,
Klasen, 1972; Friedman, 1974). Findings
such as these call for reexamination of the
blanket statement that excludes from the
definition of dyslexia all reading disabili-
ties stemming from peripheral sensory de-
ficiencies; Certain peripheral dysfunctions
may actually'be useful diagnostic charac-
teristicsof dyslexia. Further research is
needed to determine the eXtent to whichsuch
peripheral deficienciee are primary causal
factors of dyslexia. It is entirely_yossi-
ble that the findings can be attributed-sole-
ly to the greater salience of per!'.pheral de-
fects among dyslexics.

Although dyslexia is most frequently
associated with defects in visual processing;
auditory processing may also be disturbed.
:Many spelling errors made by dyslexics are
:homonyms ur phonetic equivalents, such as
kof Or coffor cough. :The prominence of
such errors has led some refearcherso pror.
pose three subtYpes of dyslexia: dysphonic
dyslexia,-:-revealing a primary deficit in

' letter-sound Integration; dyseidetic dysleX-:
la, revealing aprimary deficitjn the_abili- _ty to perceive whole words as visual gest7
alts;,and a mixture of the:two basic-types
(Boder, 1973). (tathough the classification
of dyslexia into subtypesappears to be
meaningfuland useful, some:researchers,



e.g., Naido, 1972, do not agree that the
data support such a classification; the
issue seems to be rather academic, however,
and largely a matter of a difference in
emphasis.)

In the case of individuals with dysphon-
ic dyslexia, the phonetic sequence of
speech sounds seems to:be distortee in a
manner similar to the way in which letters
are improperly sequenced during reading.
Although the individual sounds are heard
with good acuity, the louder units of speech
may be perceived out of order and before
the quieter ones, making interpretation of
speech difficult (Rolz.rts, Simon and Thomas,
1972). A direct consequence of such mis-
hearing is the persistent mispronunciation
of certain words. Of course, 7Asreading
words that are not heard leads to similar
pronunciation errors. Dyslexics who are
aware of their speech errors frequently re-
frain from using tha"problem words" in
their conversation, with the result that
their reading and writing vocabulary may
differ considerably frem their speech vocab-
:ulary.

Although many dyslexics exPerience no
difficulty in writing, most are handicapped
by poor penmanship. The i's tend to go un--
dotted, m's and r's are poorly forMed, the
lower part of the f is reversed, the same
peculiar symbol is used for h and k, and so
on (McClelland, 1974). With training, many
dyslexics learn to write fairly legibly,
bnt their fine motor coordination remains
below normal levels and their writing sel-
-dom becomes good (Thompson, 1966).

Cerebral Dominance, Handedness And Dyslexia

Due to left-right crossing of the
neural pathways, the two cerebral hemi-

-_spheres of the human brain control sensori-
imotpr_functions pp opposite sides of the
body. However, the hemispheric controls are
seldom equivalent, and it is not uncommon
for certain functions to be performed better
and more often on one side of the body than
the other: A-common example-of such a pre-
ference:is the phenomenon of handedness.
Traditionally, it-was thought that a 'person
Who waa'right-handed had A dominant left
cerebrol-_hemisphere and would show similar
Preferences for other,right-sided funCtions.

7 However-i laterality:of functions does not
alwayslollowsuch a consistentpattern.
Many_persons have mixed preferences', such
as kicking:with the left foot but writing

with the right hand. Not even handedness i$
a true dichotomy,- for it is possible to fine
a particular hand preference for fine motor
coordination and the opposite hand prefer-
ence for behaviors requiring gross band
movements. Laterality and cerebral domi-
nance occur on continua, and there are prob-
ably very few cases of pure cerebral domi-
nance or laterality for sensorimotor func-
tions (Orlando, 1972).

The issue of cerebral dominance-is men-
tioned here because left-handedness (as wel3
as mixed laterality and dominance) has been
discussed as a correlate of dyslexia for
many years. Clinical observations have in-
dicated a higher incidence of left-handed-
ness, mixed, or confused laterality among
dyslexics than in the general population;
and if the deviation from "pure" right-
handedness was not observed in dyslexics
themselves, it could usually be observed in
their family genealogy.

The relatively more controlled and so-

phisticated studies of cerebral dominance
and dyslexia have greatly reduced the em-
phasis placed on this relationship: 1Tever-7

theless, there remains:a general consensus
that there is a slight positive correlation
between cerebral dominance and dyslexia, ane
that both phenomena are most probably corol-
lary manifestations of other factors. How7
ever, dominance in itself cannot be con.r
sidered a signi.ficant diagnostic character-
istic, since more than two-thirds of the
dyslexics do not manifest dominance prob7
lems, and two-thirds of the individuals w
atypical dominance are not dyslexic (Notz
1971).

Nevertheless, research-on dominance
continues, and researchers show considerable
disagreement about.which- kind -of laterality
is most significantly, predictive of,:dyslexie
Critchley (1964)'emphasized mixed dominance,

, while Bakker- -(1973)--feund-ra-noditiVarela
-tionship-between reading:ability and ear,
dominance.__Finally,-two_types of:dyslexia,
lyip1101119.and dreidetic, may be the-effect:
of sequencing-deficiencies-in the verbal ane
yisual-hemispheres,. respectively..: More.ex-.
tensiva dad--well-controlled- experiments- are-
likely to add:significantly to-thaunder7-1
-standing of-the relationship between dyslex7
ia and-cerebral dominance.

10



Heredity and Dyslexia

In the previous section the possible
hereditary bases of dyslexia were suggested
by the incidence of atypical dominance in
family genealogy. Geneticists, however,
have tended to shun the study of dyslexia,
since it lacks the precise definitions and
diagnostic indicators with which they pre-
fer to work. Nevertheless, evidence for a
genetic etiology increases (Rosenthal, 1973;
Sladen, 1972). Berman (1959), in a study of
45 sets of twins with reading disabilities,
found that in the-12 pairs of identical
twins (monozygotic) both individuals mani-
fested identical reading disabilities. This
100 percent concordance figure compares to
only 33 percent concordance for the 33 re-
maining fraternal (dizygotic) twin pairs in
the studv -Studies such as these are
supported by numerous clinical observations
that the incidence of reading disability
:tends to runjn-families (Critchley, 1963).

Additional evidence for-the genetic
,theory is the persistence of dyslexia de-
spite treatment. Disabilities due to en-
vironmental or external effects usually dis-
appear with time or treatment, but dyslexia
remains. .__This is not-to say that dyslexics
do not improve in their general functioning.
On the contrary, appropriate treatments that
rearrange the environment and allow dyslex-
ics to work around their disabilities have
been.quite successful. Yet it must be noted
that such compensation or adaptation around
the handicap does not mean that the speci-
fic original deficiency has been eliminated.
_The basic processing deficiency that results
in dyslexia is not easily outgrown.

On the basis of findings by 15 research-
ers, Critchley_1964 was able to calculate
an average ratio of 4 to 1 (male to female
dyslexics), suggesting_not only that dyslex-
ia hasia genetic basis but also that it may
be a sex-influenced trait. Although there
is considerable variation in the estimates
of this ratio, it is agreed that there is a
sex difference, despite the absence of any
sound explanation for the phenomenon. It

may be that, thus far, dyslexia-has been
considered to be a more serious handicap
for males than females, resulting in differ-

' entialrates of.report.: Another possibility
is that femalea may be dealing more effec-
tively with their handicapand at an_ earli-
er age--due to their relatively greater
maturity, especially in language-related

skills.

In opposition to the idea of a genetic
origin is the fact_that no chromosomal,
chemical, or other definitive proof has yet
been put forward to.support the theory. It

is also agreed that gross differences in thi
incidence of dyslexia across countries
suggest that dyslexia is a cultural-experi-
ential, rather than an inherited, phenomenol
This latter argument, however, is not con-
clusive, since there are Uumerous ways in
which identical-incidence rates in differem
countries-can become disparate. First,-

there may be cultural variations in the
willingness to report a reading disability.
Second, there may be large discrepancies in
the ways dyslexia is defined and,diagnosecl
in different cultures. Third, phonetic and
linguistic differences between the languagei
may differentially precipitate dyslexia.
Organized, logical and syStematic languages
do not generally present as many problems
for the dyslexic as irregular languages
such as English. 'This principle is taken-
advantage of by therapies in which the stud3
of Latin or rigorous linguistic drills are
recommended. Finally, the methods of reed-
ing used in different cultures may differ-
entially precipitate reading problems.
Reading therapists generally consider the
sight method of reading to be moreidifficult
for the dyslexic than the phonic method, in
which each word is formed by merging the
sounds of the individual letters or groups
of letters.

Despite arguments to the eontrary,
efforts to demonstrate a genetic basis for
dyslexia persistiand seem to be gaining
support (Leong, 1972). More recent efforts
have focused on hormones, neurochemicals ark
brain waves as possible fundamental indi
cators of dyslexia.. However, no substan-.
tive conclusions can be drawn at this time.

Maturational Lag_and_Dyalpxie

The theories about the etiology or cause
of dyslexia are as varied as its symptoms,
there,being a theory for nearly every
characteristic that shows some pxomiseof
distinguishing between dyslexics and nondys-
lexics. Nnrious_viewpoints,have already
been:described in earlier :sectionsof this
report.. One theory which has not thusjar
been mentioned, .despite its increased popu7
larity in the literature-is the notion of
developmental or maturational lag.



In this view, dyslexia is seen not so
much as a loss of something, but rather as
a failure to outgrow certain childhood be-

haviors (Critchley, 1970; Thompson, 1973).

This position raises many cidestions If

dyslexia is due to a peculiar typeiof imma-
turity, might not reading achievement im-

prove naturally with age, as it does for

most people? Is the fact that dyslexia is
so rarely diagnosed in adults due to dys-
lexics maturing out of their handicap, ad-

justing to it, hiding from it, or simply
resigning themselves to:hopeless ineduca-

bility? To date, there is little evidence
to support the t;heory, and most of the

questionsjtraises have not been adequate-

ly answered. It is clear, however, that
dyslexics_in many ways resemble nondyslex-
ies when they first learn to read; however
the latter group progresses, while the dys-
lexics lag behind.

some Secondar Effects of D slexia

-:Finally, a few words must be said about
psychopathological correlates of dyslexia.
Dyslexia is seldom an isolated phenomenon;
it is usually accompanied by complications
that affect the whole person. The dyslexic
if not identified early, gets caught in a
vicious circle leading from reading dis-
ability to behavior problem and from be-

:

havior problem to increased reading dis-
ability; The origin of. the circle is

difficult to identify, but most research-
ers would agree that psychopathological
phenomena are both a consequence of Ayslex-
ieend a source of subsequent aggravation
of the condition'.

Some of the psychopathological symptoms
accompanying dYslexia include anxiety, poor
concentration,- immaturity,and a low frus-

tration_tolerance. These are typical symp-

toms of stress-producing situations that
can, regardless of their origin, interfere
with-the normal acquisition of reading
-skills. Goldberg and Sehiffman (1972) have
generalized about the experiences of child-
ren,whoere beset with problems of this na-
turtand whohave had no therapeutic treat,
ment.-First, there is a !!could not care
less'attitnde as the child begins to-fail
:in school.:'Second, the childcomes:to'
attribute:his'or her failures to the teach-

er and the school, and whnnrhat trans-

'ference failai it is ofteAl followed by a
stage characterized:by feelings of marked

inferiority. ,The dyslexic begins to he-

lieve that all the problems are his pr her
fault and that he er she really must be stu-
pid or lazy. Finally, the loss of self-
esteem gives way to frustration, and the .

dyslexic emotionally blocks-out-ell possible
reading experiences. During this time :

truancy, hostility and destructive behaviors
are common, and the child may,eventually
drop out of school entirely. Studies by
Hogensen (1974) suggest that reading dis-
ability is perhaps the single most important
precipitating factor of delinquency. This

is not to imply that all delinquents are
dyslexics, or vice versa.

Although some individuals with reading
problems have made remarkable progress
through psychotherapy alone, the majority
of cases shoW Very little improvement un-
less the psychoherapy is accompanied by
reading:remediation. Only in severe cases
of psychological blocking should psypho-
therapy alone be prescribed-, and even then,
reading therapy should start at the earliest
possible time _The psychological symptoms
of dyslexia are reactionary and usually:
benign when treated; it is when they go
untreated that all the damage is done

9 (Critchley, 1970).

Thus, dyslexia presents a tremendously
complicated picture in which few of the
features are distinct.- From the naturauf'
the symptoms, it is easy to see hew such a :

large number of terms and definitions about
this reading problem originated:. It is
also clearthat the symptoms of.dyslexia
are not uncommon; many nondyglexics, when
learning to read, manifest some pf the same
symptoms, although usually not as many and--

not for as long a time. This overlap of
_ymptoms between dyslexics and nondyslexics
helps explain why so many parents of dys
lexics delay getting helpand why se Many
well-meaning-professionals delay treatment,-
thinking=the child will 7outgrow it!-7 Most

children do, but for the:dyslexic the symp
toms tend to linger on.

Tests for Dyslexia

Considering the_diverse manifestationsH
of dyslexia an&the extent, to which itmay_,H,
be affected by secondary environmental,and,
psychological factors it is no wonder: that

the-task Of diagnosisjias not:been .easy.T:
The:meet widely_used'diagnostic approach is
diagnosis by exclusion It relies on ruling-:

Dut other explanations Of, an individuare
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-inability toread such as mental-retarda-
tion-,: gross defects in_visionAnd hearing,
speech impairMent, emotional disorder, bi-_ _ _ _

lingualism,:=sociocultural=disadvantage
7andAxior otinsufficientinstruction=
--(Roder, 1973).-r:Although-this approach has
:beenTuseful,--ithae=the disadvantaWof
excludinrom diagnostic'nonsideration
the crucialjact that dyslexia:may-Aoexist
with any one or a combination of_cOtri--.

-__buting factors.

Most_efforts to 4evelop_diagnostic
instrumentehave focused on elementary:
school:pupils, withom:_remedial.,Programs
are:most:effective';- DiagnoSis At:this
leveLASually iu*,lves tests of:Ageneral
intelligence,suchlaethe WechsIcTjn-
telligence7Scale for-Children7(WISC)4 in
which subtestecores ofehilities_oan be
coMPared for discrepancies:with academic
performanceReadingtests and readiness-r
tests,such as the Metropolitan-Reading-=
Test, are-also frequentlyUsed, often:in
conjunctienwith intelligence tests.-=.Com-
parlsonc arethen made between'an,indiVidr

:-ual'e'perfOrmance oh the readingand.in-
=. telligenceltests, enabling the:diagnosti-
cian-To distinguish betweenThandicapped
readers who:Appear_to be deficient:in inr
telligence and those_who demonstrAte:ader
quate general cognitive functioning.

Electroencephalograms,'-brain scans
and various other,medical:tests are-Ased
to identifY indiViduals whose-reading-_-

= difficulties !tem:from neurophysiolngical
:-dysfunctionIn addition,:thel3ender,
NisualrMotorGestalt-Test-7andthe Good-

--,ehotigh'prawrarPersonTestre twoHpaper-
and-pencil tests_that havetlemonstrated
some success in this diagnosis In:order
_to theckjorthe posSibility:thate:readr
ingpxoblem-,may'atem from sensory: defidien-
cies, todtine,visualand hearing:tests are
'includedAe=integral-Parts of.moit:diagnOs-
ticbatteries. Finally,a hatteryforthe

-diagnosid:of-a readinvproblemlusually
inclOdesIseveral measureeof:ipsychological
-end'emotional_health.These:_meashreshelp
_ to_Identify_casesin:swhicktheteading--
problerais-a secondary reactionary-symptom
of a psychological disturbance.

Regardless of whichtests are :used in
_the'diagnedia; it is-essential thaCthe,

_ testing-.-tonditions be;:carefullycontrolled
-preferably_by a-'OyChOlOgist=orj)ther
professional-trained:in testing--.- This
individual will have been trained to be

,_

sensitive to the various motivational levels
of the_Aubject during- testingHandto inter-
pret the results in light:of what is known.

_abaut: the reliability and validity of eich
test.'

Dannenhower (1972) describes a test for
dyslexiathat'appeard to show some_promise

= as:adiagnostie instrument,,especiallyjor-
adults;:This,iathe Frendh7Orton:ASsociar
tion Test .and:it allows:for directAiagno-
sis througk-Analysishf
reading:And:spelling performande. _It:does _

not7require the usual ettimatee.of general-
inteligence, brain functioningior:psychor-
logical health. Instead, it preaents six
situations in which dyslexics are=most:prone
to mak&mistakes.:= In the first'situation
thesubject:is requirectto,echo:;eadhpf
:elve noassnseWord6,--refigingjn complexity
fron(ti&to:gylprolatoiais,that are_read by
the examiner at a'nenVersational speed. _In_
the secend'!ituation=the task is similar,
except:that the s!bject'faces awayjromthe
examiner-and4stherebypreventedjrom ob-
taining facial cues.-7-:Inthe third::part the
subjectjs required_th_spell,without

'

re-
peating vocally, nonsensewords dictated by
the examiner. 'In the fourth section of the
test thesubjectniustrepeat gut:loud in-.
diVidual Words dictateCbTthe examiher and
then Agy.each word:again:while writing it.

'
The fifth situation requires:theenbject:t0==,
write nonsense:Yords-rthat:are presented vis-
uallyat the,rate_pfene Syllable:per:second= _=_

_Finally,-the subject must:read *loud a
series of_visually presented nonsense:words

: A simple'scoring procedure baseCen the-

number:and kindsogerrorsris Used. :Although
:the testbas_not yet:been standardized,- it- ==-
has beenusid:!successfullOyreading:.

:epecialists.for_Several:YearsanCPannen-
howeraaserts that theArarious parivof the

_

test are_difficult enough-,,for dyslexics so
that the presence or absence of: the dis-
abilityin a subject can be confidently es-
tablishe&

Prognosis and Remediation
=

At one-time it was erroneously but wide-
lybelieved thatjlyslexics were:TAtally in-
capable of_learning to:.readi(Critchley',
1970). In fect it it quite:podaiblefor_
children_with-dyslexiate_obtain-Ak]practiCal:-
reading±facility7as theygrow:Older. Even
withoutepeCial tutoring,' many,find avenues
Of Approach to reading,throngkrecognition_

.7_

of key Words-and through_nonvisual sensory
modalitioeleuch_thatthey beeememoderately _



,toficient-in silent-reading. However,

lifficulties in reading Aloud, poor ,%..-mit7

Lng, mispronunciations and the characteris.

tic spelling errors tend to persist as tell-

tale evidence of the problem (Thompson,

1966).

_
_Special tutoring can significantly-en-

aance the likellhOod of sucCessful ,remedia-

tion of,:e reading disability, however the-

degreoofisuccess iS highlycorrelated: with

the-age at which:the training is begun.

Saaed on a study of 100300 cases, Schiff-

man and Clemens (1966) showed that, with

properdiagnoeis and trainin-g,- a-success

ful remediation'rate oU82 percenttoul&
be_secured:amongeedond graders,:this rate

dropping rapidly tc(46 perdentand42 per-

cent in,the_third:and fourth_grades,- re-

spectively.- In,;he:ninth,grade the:e0ccess

rate was down to6 percent.- It should be

noted:that nondyslexicreading disabilities

were in ;he sample-,- and therefore,

remediation may haVe simply: resulted from

spentaneouetecovery-_of:,:the leseeevere
disabilities at the earlier ages. Without

an'appropriate controLgroup,
possible to assess the extent to which such

gains are the result of remediation.-

Nevertheless, such gains are typical of

those foundim:clinical:practice, with the,

succesi rate inVeraelYcorrelated With ihe

age at which remediationJor dyslexia began.

_

Ansara (1972) describes a.typicaT.pro-:

gram oflanguage therapy designed to,aa1=-

vage:the-,,collegeTpotential of dyslexic a-do

lescente.i The=therapY deals first:With:the

adolescentS'need-tO performJn'acadeuld
-coOrsea. This:involves:teaching auch
matters as notetaking,-Outlinfnrand:the
use:Of glossariesi indexeS and appendixes.'

_

Setond,::::theiddolescents=.are helped-yith,

theitlarusuage'problems-. The Use Of a pen-
04,10rjollowing_along with written materi-
as-e/toMmended.This ieto facilitate
ConFeination between the:eye and_the brain,

maintNta,focusand_OreventHreversals,trans-.
-pOsitions andregressionsTrading=initiaL1
lettersof Words-rhea:also:been:shown to,he,

effective. Finally, theAnogramiattemp:-
toprovide the adolescents witivexperien-

_-A:that wilVenable7them toformulate:
grammstical-:anchorthographical (spelling),
rUles rather than giving them rules to be

memorized. ,

This is by no means the only program
-for remediatiOn thatJidebeen advanced.

wbUlcibe unreasonableto-expeet
1

single best method. Critchley (1970) hes

outlined,:eome of: the:more importantpedago-
gic procedures, including the recommenda-

tionsthat:

1. The "look and say" metho&of reading-

should be replaced-by a Morephonic1or ana-
lytic7synthetic system in the case of dys-

lexics.-

2. The provession:from simple:tasks to
re complex ones should be made,elowly1and

gradually.

3. Visual learning ehould be reinforced

through other sense modalities.: _Thus the-1

dyslexic child should be taughtthk:appear7
ance,of alletter (or word),-,:aewell,as,
taught to _say the symbolaloud, totrace
Its:outline digitally and to-:write:itdown.

4._ The ,readingmateriaL chosen: for

learning purposes should be interesting and_

exciting forthe young reader.

5. As a Means of ancillary play therapY,
toys:incorporatingJetters and words shpuld

be eacouraged.-

6.--The teach ng shoald:be individua

zed and intense.

The readers may employTvariousaida,
:euch as maricers or even theiriown finger

:tips, to help them keep their place in a

,printed text.

Various,"reading_machines," tape recbrd-

ers and phonograph records:frequently find -

a place in remediaqon programs-.= AlthoUgh

elabOrate "talking-typeWriters",:have beeo

developed, even a simp10-..q06writer is of-

Service to thedyslexic-Juthat itprovides
clearvisualimageS Ofthe correctappeerance
Of each:,letter:andword. j'resenting written
Materiale:in-largeTtype may facilitate-roadt-

ing for sorde=dyalexics, butothers find:it

easier tofreadAn smalleritypt.Possibly
the_smallerj,rintir_ainee'itallOwseloreL
lettere_anciwords on:a line, requires fewer
eye movements.,

Finally, the personal adju_1ment of
-dyslexicamnet be adequate-i- is impor-

tantto-prOyidetheM=Witka:relaxed atmos-
phere inrwhichithey can feel important And-

wanted: EncouragingAyslexica:nndprovid-__
lalgthem with moral-supportcan go:aJong

way*in foateringhealthy:attitude toWard

schOollandthe reading:p;ocess.



' There are:few follow-up stildies of
dyslexic:adults, and those-that have been
perfotmed:ate largely.:anecdotal, -One of
themors:thorough, and admittedly more
optimistic, studies was conducted_by Raw-

-son (1968), Based 04 a sample of 20Idys-
lexic boys.from a private school with a 7

remedial reading program, Rawson found that
two of the SUbjects had become do-et-ors,

-two college professors, one a lawyer, two
'research spientista, three ownets of
Mediumtsized buSinesses, three middle mane-
gets, one a school principal, three secon
dary school teachers, one an actor, one a
factory:foteman, and onsa skilled laborer;

- Thia4s not_ to say that all-,dyslexics can

lezTsctsuch dramatic achievements, but it
doeS point out some ofthe
given adeqUate levela of intelligence and
motivation.

Further evidence of the capabilities
of "ex-dyslexia's" can be,found-ln the fre
iquently referenced list of conspicuously
suceeSsf41 ex-dyslexics..: This list in-
cludes ptominent figures as Thomas
E#ison, Auguste ,Rodin, Harvey:Ctshing,
George Patton,-Woodrow Wilson, Lawrence
Lowell, William James and Albert Einstein
.(Thompson-, 1966)-.

Critchley (197 ) writes that ex7
--_-dyslexics, despite their accomplishments,
:sre tot withott their problems which,
:though unobtrusive., are tonetheless impor-
tant atulenduring,_Althoughthere are ex7
ceptiptisr(*eneral exdyslexics,Are.slow,,_
and reluctanteaders. Literary work does:
:Jlot.f.come-easily:for them. -:They: may:be slow
it:getting-the gist of a_documentor identi-
:lying the main,point7of twritten argument,:
They Ate likely_to be inacCuratsteaders,
'ancLthis,maybetray itself is=their conver-
sation,:-For example, they mayeensistent-
ly_mispronounce certain words.which are
'familiarjroiStheirreading but which they
_dp:not associate with:theit spoken,equiva
lents. Finally, they_tend, to bSteluctant
Writeri. Their writing may be slow and
difficult: toiread, and their spelling is
likely to be inaccurate.

_Adul_g_11 for

As mentioned earlier, there are few
repotted stUdies of dyslexia in:adults.
Likewise, uo teports_on the subject Of:
testing adult dyslexics for employment
pttploses were found, :.There are:three

pos ible reasons for thi

First, dyslexia may not constitute_a
barrier to employment for adults. _As in.".
diCated earlier, the incidence of dyslexia '
seems to drop off very sharply with matUra-
tion. It seems that dyslexics arejor:the---
,most part destined to_learn to live with
their:handicap When the diagnoSisAs late
or:nonexistent, the adjustment may:involve
truancy and:delinquency', end thedyslexic's
career may:very likely'culminate ittenH
occupational role requiringl.ittle or no
complex reading. Those:who avoitlthispath_
thtough intelligence, motivation, Persever=:_
ance and remediation mayremain in,the
cational syStem through ingenious adaptze7
tiond arbund_their reading handica0. Such
individuals:tften develop intricatsdis
guises for their handicap and are amongthe
lastIto:publicize theirThandicapileast of
allito a potential employer. ,:7hisigroup,
ysome of whom possess high intelligenceand
motivation, are not likely .to everbs,knowm
as dyslexics as long as so Many)nythashott
dyslexia prevail'. Some of these individuals
114.ght be outjh.D.Iswith the "iMpessible
handwriting or our M.D.:'s with the atrocious
spelling. Others reveal their handicap only'
when they have to:=read'aloudZpr in their,
petsistent Mispronunciation of certain. words.
SPoonerisms,double-telk, malapropisms and
Freudian slips may be otherveatiges of re-_
:mediated:dyslexia." Since many-of these rem---
nants Occur as variations-of normal behavior,
their true origins are:usually obscured.

"5econd, fundS:for teading research are
slmost exclusively:designatedfor sreas_with
high potential pay-offaSUch payofftsars!
clearly in the areas of: diagnosia and tei,
mediation_during the early-childhood years,

dyslexics have not organized
themselves to protest possiblejob)iisetimi-
stioniAmempleyers arevhardlY
their obligationsto hire persons with:such
shandicap. Many:employers:may not-evenhe
awarS:of,the:_disordet.H
job discrimination ,stems from:the factthat
there.are dyslexics who can function effec-
_tively:incomplex job:Situation6 that re-
quire considerable.,cognitive skii1S.but-
in which the-teadinLof complex written
materials4sinot:exCesSivS.-.-Futthermote,
smite dyslexics have learned toAlandle com-
plex written material in spite of theit.-ptob7

Wilson'And William James;



All threeofthese_factors probably co
Ibutelt0 the:paucity of informationabout

dyslexic:adulté. Certainly:the third could
be argued well in light of the progress
against Job:discrimination that,has been
made'byindividuals with other disabling
conditions.,,,FrelinguallydeaUemployees,
for example, often haVe lower than normal
verbal skills, yet their other cognitive
skills_range across the,ability:contintum
such that many are:functioning effectively
in the computersciences,,accounting or
anditing fields;:where mathematical skills
are desirable Blind employees have
similarlyHdemonstrated their capability to
perform many:of the;same-jobs that are per-
formed by_seeing employees.

Unfortunately, the iedium-.-reading--
throughwhich such handicapped:indivduals
are usually tested,forselection can
severelydistort or prevent:the assessment
of the cognitive abilities required for the
johnsequently, the H.S. Civil Service'
Commission now provides some testnspeci-
fiCallY adapted for handicapped applicants.
For the:blind And partially sighted, the
tests areadministeredimeeveral media: in

oh cassette,tapet, by a-reader and
Ln:large-and standard-diie print. Each
medium has its ownjnodified
Wy unnecessary use-ef figural materials is
tliminated;Aust as unnecessarily complex
tarbal material is minimized for the_deaf,
:t:mould appear, that::similar.modificatiena7

,f tests of eognitive:ability might be i
)rderfOr:persons With more pronounced
.evels of dyslexia.--

Since most:dyslexics:,applying-for,
amployment-are-likely to belthose who have
mffiCiently'adapted to:their hanidcap to
e mairiVithin:the;educationSl system, the
Ladifications:can be minoro;j14ben-_the test
_A powerltest; one such-modification might

eto provide liberal timellimits so that
he:Jdyslexic willYhave-adequate time p6:7.:
ttempt every test item. Of course this
e dification would_be inappropriate for
speeded:test-.-2:-,, Individualized oramall7
ronp,testing would belparticularlyuseful
iv:dispelling-the:excessive-anxieties dys-
exits have,:built up about tests over the
etirs;: Thd-Educational Testing'Serviee
sessimila*.! procedures to administer the
cholastic:AptitudeTest to dyslexicsand-
ther'handicanped persons.

Considering the capabilities and 14Mita-
ions of dyslexics, it would seem :reasonable

to -difythose, written or yerbal components
of a,test or:test-item that are unnecessary
for:the eValhation of: the ability- being
measured. SeCh Modifications:might'include
making auhstitutions for.iteurtypes, words,
letters andispatiotemporal contepts_thp' are
particularly, troublesome for dysleXics.
However, the author does,not recommend:::
deleting test:material that measures an
ability required-efregular-competitors,-
unless,such a:deletion can be shown to be-
clearly warrantedlby carefullycanducted
yalidity research. Since,persons'with
dyslexia primarily have difficulty in
grasping:the meaning of printed materials:
by reading; theit-Oerformance tan bd sig
nificantlyenhantedif materials are pre.-
sented anrally, using a reader 'or tape re-

cording. to:use
Ibraille,_while others haveJmproved-their
reading-7bYTUSIng a marker or tracing key

letters_eLwordslarge-print_versionof
the test might be particularly useful for:
this latter-group,. Ail of-these modifica7

howeve6--entaillsom*expense. Em7
ployers may:weli-bd.luatifiedin-pot:taking
any changes in their testin&programs until
more isknown,about the actual functioning
and Incidence of dyslexia.

The similarity of dyslexia's symptoms:7
to normalAJehavior-raises the-possibility,
thst-nondyslexics may;request untimed test7
ing on the basis of,a self7diagnosis.1

_

unlikely thetthe:requeatefa nonhandi7
capped applicant for:specialtesting,would
involve either braiileor:an auditory:ver-
sion of the teat,-:because these:media re-
quire and skills:that typicaily _

are notrieYeloped in nondyslexics.)--:: The

obviousretedy'ferauckpossible'Abuse of
the system is torequire fermal eonfirmation_
of the:existence efthe-Alisability:te a sub-_
stantial-degree proofshould normally-
comein the form:of a signed statement on
letterhead by a professional who is quali-

,fied to make a diagnosis.- ::_Prefessionals

most likely.,to have such qualifications are
physicians, psychiatrists, psychologists,
certait Counselorsand reading specialists.=

One:final. note-id-umrranted.- Regardiesa
of7which_apecial7,testing procedurea are
agreed;upon, it remains the:examiner's _

_esponsibility to insure that,:the applicant's
abilitiesjor the7job are easessed7:in:7the
fairest WaY posaible. This calls for art,

__.appreciation of each-individuel-'case, an-
:understanding of the:various manifestations-
of dyslexia and the:flexibility to adjust



Conclusion_

is reportihas summarized the more
substantive and reliable research concern
ing a:poorly understood disability. It is
clearrhat dyslexia:is a multivatiate-prob
lem whose destription and etiology have yet:
tobe-:crystalized Yet,:as erroneous con-
ceptiona gradually fall:away, dyslexia is'
slowlY:being reccigniZed As a significant
socialproblem. A heightened public:aware-
ness, as-well as:earlier -diagnosis- and
trea#ent of dyslexia, willdo much to in-
crease the number of dyslexics who com-
plete theit:education and applyfor jobs.
There is:presently no way of knowing how
many dyslexics:hide their handicaprather
than face the:risks associated with:_de-

----tettion." Unfortunately, these individuals-,
La with: high intelligence, may be burden-

ing themselves with a:handicap rhar unfair-
)), rejecta them from contention for jobs

_in which selection is to a great extent
based on a written test score.

The evidence is clear that dyslexia is
not a total inability ro read; many dys-..
leXies adapt to their handicap and lead

,productive lives.- Such factors as:intelli-
gence, strength of Motivation, ingenuity,

-creativity-And-self-esteem account for as:
much variation in achievement among dys-,
lexicsas among tondyslexics. Lloyd Thomp-
sph::(1966),:aleading SpecialistAm this .

considers_ it'unfortunate,,thet dys7
lexia:tendtiLto ba_so:readily equated with

_:irreVersible brain daMage or.retardation.
Otherspecific disorders, such as color
deficiencyer tonerleafnesS, seldom suffer

11;associations, While certain inherited
acilities', such as eidetic...imagery or

mathematical genius, are explicitly consid-.

ered "giftsotnature,"-:not:braindamage.
-slexia inVolvesrlo mote brain damage:
than do these:other deviatious from normal
neurophysiologicaunctioning, 'Symmes
(1972), injact,-suggests that the reading

-difficultiesTof7thadysleXic maY-actually
be dUeto a certain

spatial,facilityrather
than a weakness-.

'_Aceording_to this hypothe-
--sia,-,the'pj-44:and bare'confused by
dyslexics because,they are perceived:-tp:
-represent different orientations of:,the
aame_three7dimensional syMbol:rathet than
'four

different-two-dimensional symbols-. -

Regardless of the specificTsymptoms or
etiology ofdyslexiaadult dyslexicare-
preSente pool of_talent.that is possibly
being overlooked

by:employersAlthough_:-
some expense is:involved, employers might
consider making some relatively minor,.
changes in their selection'procedutes to
allow professionally diagnosed dyslex-.
ics to compete, more:adequately for a wide
variety of jobs requiting written tests.
Such minor changes might include:
(a) alloWing libetaktimiJimits for powerbut not speeded tests; (b) providing tests
in braille, large-size type aud standard7-:
size type; (c)

providinvanditoryresting
on cassette tape orby a reader; and
(d) replacing some test items, such as
letter series and certain figural series
items, with other items that measure the
same ability.

An excellent source for more information
about dyslexia is the Orton Sociery in:
Baltimore, Maryland. Its publication, the
Bialetin of the Orton Society, is a-major,:
source of reference to literature on.dys7,
lexia, and'its:Cummative Index; in con7,
junction with"Rawson's (1974) annotated
Bibliography--On the _Nature; RecogitiOnTand
Treatment Of =Language DiMoulties, directs
the reader to virtually all materials per--
taining to the topic.
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